Averaged Condensed Phase Model for Simulating Molecules in Complex Environments.
The need for configurational sampling dramatically increases the cost of combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulations of chemical processes in solution. We developed an averaged condensed phase environment (ACPE) model that constructs an effective polarizable environment directly from explicitly sampled molecular dynamics configurations via the K-means++ algorithm and a mathematically rigorous translation of the molecular mechanics parameters. The model captures detailed heterogeneous features in the environment that may be difficult to describe using a conventional polarizable continuum model. Instead of performing repeated QM/MM calculations for each new configuration of the environment, the ACPE approach allows one to perform a single QM calculation on an averaged configuration. Here, we demonstrate the model by computing electronic excitation energies for several small molecules in solution. The ACPE model predicts the excitation energies in excellent agreement with conventional configurational averaging yet with orders of magnitude of reduction in the computational cost.